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Abstract
Rift Valley fever (RVF) is an emerging viral zoonosis that causes
frequent outbreaks in east Africa and on the Arabian Peninsula. It’s
caused by Rift Valley fever virus (RVFV) of genus phlebovirus, which
is a high priority pathogen because of its economic and public
health importance. It can cause miscarriage in pregnant animals and
a high mortality in young animals and in human RVF causes a severe
influenza like illness. The major outbreaks of the disease have been
reported to occur throughout much of sub-Saharan Africa, Egypt,
in the Middle East (Saudi Arabia and Yemen) and the island
of Madagascar. Its occurrence is highly associated with the effect
of the warm phase of the El Nino/Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
phenomenon which resulted in abnormal heavy rainfall which in
turn allow flooding of the vector’s habitat. Transmission of RVF
during the endemic cycles requires the involvement of Aedes
mosquito species which serve as the primary maintenance vectors
of the disease. Infected Aedes species transmit the virus transovarially
to their eggs. The egg of these endemic vectors remains viable during
dry period for long periods. Then, following period of abnormally heavy
rainfall flooding of their habitat occurs and the eggs start to hatch and
then generating infected mosquito species. These hatched mosquito
species start to disseminate the virus to nearby animals followed by
other biting mosquito (Culex and Anopheles) which in turn feed on the
blood of viremic animals and contribute to the epidemic transmission
of virus, serve as secondary amplifier of the virus. Immunization of
animals, destruction of mosquitoes and restriction on the movement of
animals during epizootic can help in the control of RVF. The likelihood
of RVF global expansion is due to climate change and environmental
modification is an important issue. Thus, great focus is needed to deal
on the influence of climate change on the vector population and their
effect on the occurrence of the disease.

Introduction
Rift Valley fever (RVF) is an arboviral zoonotic disease that is
endemic in the African continent but has also spread to the Arabian
Peninsula and Yemen, where it was first reported in the year 2000.
It’s caused by Rift Valley fever virus (RVFV) which is a high priority
pathogen because of its potential for causing; severe economic
impact (due to abortion and neonatal mortality), life-threatening
hemorrhagic fever in humans, and its potential for non-vector aerosol
spread during epizootics and epidemics. The disease pattern in the
Eastern African region and the horn of Africa is driven by climatic
conditions linked to the El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
phenomenon, which leads to unusual high rainfall and floods
alternated by long dry spells. In other parts of Africa, RVF emerged
in relation to the construction of hydroelectric power dams along
Senegal river and thereafter established itself as endemic disease . In
the Arabian Peninsula RVF was introduced through trading of live
animals with countries in the horn of African [1-5].
In east Africa, RVF emergence is partly caused by the vertical
transmission of the virus in eggs of Aedes species, especially those
belonging to the Neomelaniconion subgenus, which breed in isolated
depressions called dambos found in the vast grassland areas
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flooding of the dambos occurs during periods of extensive and
widespread rainfall which resulted from climate changes usually
El Niño following flooding of their habitat the eggs of the Aedes
mosquitoes (primary/enzootic vectors) started to hatch and
the subsequent adults transmit the virus to domestic animals
including sheep, goats, cattle, and camels [6-8].
Flooding of these depressions also serve as good habitats for
other mosquito species Culex and Anopheles (secondary/epizootic
vectors). When Aedes mosquitoes infect domestic animals with
RVFV, virus amplification occurs in these vertebrate hosts, leading
to propagation into various Culex and Anopheles species that are
capable of transmitting the virus to wide area beyond the area of
original outbreak by wind borne dispersal thus, RVF occurrences are
closely associated with periods of heavy rains, in Africa, due to the
effect rainfall pattern on the hatching dynamic of mosquitoes. RVF
causes significant losses in terms of human illnesses, livestock
abortions and neonatal death. In ruminant livestock, especially
sheep and cattle, the disease is characterized by high mortality
rate that reach 10-20% in adult animals and up to 100% in neonatal
animals. The disease is also associated with high abortion rates
particularly in infected pregnant animals especially in sheep whereas
it is manifested by blurred vision, retinal lesions, headache, lethargy,
myalgia, fever, hemorrhages and loss of memory in humans [9-12].
In the countries where the disease is endemic, particularly in
developing countries of tropical and sub-tropical areas, RVF causes
a heavy economic impact. RVF epidemics causes’ higher socioeconomic impact especially to populations those are totally dependent
on livestock as source of income the negative impacts of the disease is
not only affecting livestock producers, but also extended to various
stakeholders in the marketing chain including livestock traders due
to unsold animals during quarantine, slaughterhouses, casual
laborers and butchers who were affected by imposition of slaughter
bans during outbreaks. Furthermore, it seriously affects household
nutrition due to loss of livestock and restriction of live animal
movements, as well as, the ban imposed on slaughter houses climate
changes affect the distribution and abundance of competent vectors
of RVF by affecting their breeding environment which in turn
worsens the frequency of occurrence and impacts of RVF across
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the continent. For this reason, more study is required to emphasize
the synergistic effect of climate change and vectors in the occurrence
of RVF. Therefore, the objective of this paper is; to overview the
role of vectors, and to assess the impact of climatic change on the
epidemiology of RVF [13-14].

Overview of Rift Valley Fever
RVF is an acute mosquito born viral disease mainly affecting
ruminant animals and humans. It can cause abortion in pregnant
animals and a high mortality in young animals in human RVF causes a
sever influenza like illness, with occasionally more series hemorrhagic
complications and death. Over its range, it causes major epidemics at
irregular intervals of 5-15 years [11, 15].
Brief History of Rift Valley Fever
RVF was first reported among livestock in Kenya in 1930,
during an outbreak associated with high rates of miscarriage among
pregnant ewes and acute deaths of newborn lambs on a sheep farm in
the Rift Valley of Kenya Since then it has been reported as occurring
not only in most African countries, but also in Arabian Peninsula,
particularly in Saudi Arabia and Yemen. In 1950-1951, a major
epizootic in Kenya caused 500,000 abortion and 100,000 deaths in
sheep. Recently, RVF Outbreaks have been reported in Kenya in
December 2006, following a period of heavier than usual rainfall and
widespread flooding resulted in several hundred hemorrhagic fever
cases with a significantly high mortality and this was recorded as
the most devastating RVF outbreaks in east Africa, and then spread
until December 2007 to Somalia. In Tanzania, major outbreaks were
reported in Ngorongoro district in 1997-1998 and 2006-2007 causing
massive abortions and deaths in livestock. The 2006-2007 outbreaks
was reported in 25 districts following a heavy rainfall in Arusha,
Manyara, Kilimanjaro, Tanga, Dodoma, Iringa, and Morogoro
regions of the country causing 144 human deaths [16-19].
The most devastating RVF outbreaks were recorded in Egypt
(outside sub-Sahara) in 1977 following the completion of Aswan
dam, causing an estimated 598 human deaths as well as thousands
of abortions in domestic animals subsequent outbreaks in Egypt
occurred in 1993 was attributed to importation of infected ruminants
specifically camels from Sudan in September 2000, outside the African
continent RVF was first reported in Saudi Arabia and Yemen. This
considers the first report of the disease occurrence outside the African
continent where it had been confined so far becoming a threat to the
Middle East. The spreads of the disease in Middle East (Saudi Arabia
and Yemen) is resulted from improper quarantine measures during
importation of infected animals from Eastern Africa as well as the
extension of RVFV from Sudan to Egypt in 1977 [20-22].
In February 2010, as South Africa’s National Institute of
Communicable Diseases (NICD) reported to Center of Disease
Control (CDC), an ongoing outbreak of Rift Valley Fever affecting
both animals and humans occurred in seven provinces in South
Africa. It was also reported that a total of 172 human cases of RVF
and 15 deaths resulted. At the time it was indicated out of 172 data
81% of the patient had direct contact with animals through their
work with RVF-infected ruminants. Starting in September, 2013 the
outbreak of RVF reported in northern Saint Louis region of Senegal,
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in which the disease was detected in dorcas gazelle and domestic
ruminants by Reverse Transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RTPCR). From September 2013 to January 2014 large but unspecified
number of ruminants, camels, and human cases were reported from
five different areas in Mauritania. The more recent outbreak of RFV
was reported in late August 2016 in Niger. As of December 2016, the
World Health Organization (WHO) Niger country office reported a
total of 384 human cases, with 33 deaths whereas no data available
neither on morbidity nor mortality status in animals [23-25].
Epidemiology of Rift Valley Fever
Etiology and its Transmission: RVF is caused by RVFV which
belongs to genus Phlebovirus of the family Bunyaviridae
Bunyaviridae.. Like other
Bunyaviruses, the genome of the virus consists of three negative
stranded RNA segments called the L (large), M (medium), and S
(small) segments encoding four structural proteins, viral polymerase
(L segment), glycoproteins (M segment) and nucleocapsid protein
N (S segment). The RVFV is resistant to alkaline environment but
rapidly inactivated below pH 6.8; the ideal pH range is 7-8. The agent
can survive for several months at 4oc, 21 days at 37oc and 4 months
at 25oc. The RVFV is inactivated by ultraviolet radiation and strong
sunlight; due to a lipid bilayer in the virion envelope, the virus is
susceptible to lipid solvents e.g. sodium or calcium hypochlorite [2627].
The transmission of RVFV during inter-epidemic period involves
vertical transmission among Aedes mosquito species infected
with RVFV while feeding on viremic animals, so that the virus is
transmitted to the nascent eggs transovarially. These mosquitos’
species lay their eggs in pond mud. When ponds dry up, these eggs
they remain viable for several years or even decades in the dry mud
and allow the virus to persist in the field during dry and/or interepizootic periods for long periods of time [6]. Then an endemic
transmission of the virus occurs following a period of heavy rainfall
which results in a massive hatching episode of transovarially infected
primary vectors and results in the development of both infected
and uninfected vector populations. The infected ones if feeding on
nearby vulnerable ruminants/livestock would then trigger virus
amplification. Once RVFV has been amplified in livestock, other
mosquito species of Culex and Anopheles genera spread the virus
to other vertebrate hosts while they feed on blood of viremic and
health animas transmission during epidemic cycle is driven by
persistence of above normal rainfall which in turn raises the level of
water and floods the grassland depressions sufficiently to produce
stagnant water (dambos). Subsequently, it leads to elevation of
various genera of Culex and Anopheles mosquito populations, which
serve as excellent secondary vectors of RVF. These mosquito species
become involved in the further transmission of the virus leading to
occurrence of epidemic transmission of RVFV while they feed on the
blood of infected animals. In addition to this, other biting flies such
as Stomaxy spp. glossina spp. and tabanids which breed rapidly in
stagnant water area and perpetuate dramatically the transmission of
RVF mechanically to a large extent beyond the outbreak area [28-30].
From domestic animals, the virus is transmitted to humans mainly
through direct contact with blood or percutaneous injury during
slaughtering, necropsy of viraemic animals, contact with infected
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Figure 1: The Ecological Cycle of RVF virus.

placenta or aborted fetus, fomites or mechanical transport on the
mouth part of flies, or secretions of infected animals, consumption of
raw milk, and in few cases, transmission through mosquito bites that
belong to the genera Anopheles, Aedes
Aedes,, and Culex seems to occur [9].
To elaborate this the ecology of RVF is depicted by (figure 1).
Distribution and Occurrence: RVF is regarded as endemic
to large parts of sub-Saharan Africa, but it has also been recorded
outside the sub-Saharan Africa in Egypt and Madagascar, outside
the African continent in the Middle East (Saudi Arabia and Yemen).
This shows the potential of the disease to spread to other parts of the
world as tried to illustrated by geographical distribution map the
RVF has also the potential for global spread, due to the contribution
of different factors such as wide distribution of competent vectors,
ecological tolerance of the RVFV, the intense viraema associated
with infection and an extension of suitable habitat as a result of
environmental change can influence the rapid range expansion of
the disease. Despite the extensive suitability ranges for Ae. aegypti
(the potential vector of RVF) in the Americas, Pacific Ocean, and
Southeast Asian countries, no reports of RVF have been made from
these regions [31-34]. (Figure 2)
The occurrence of RVF can be endemic and/or epidemic,
depending on the climatic and ecological characteristics of different
geographic regions. The disease was shown to be endemic in some
semi-arid zones, such as northern Senegal. Epidemic areas are
characterized by plateau grasslands with relatively high rainfall (East
Africa), semi-arid zones (Saudi Arabia, West Africa), irrigated zones
(Egypt, Yemen). In these areas, RVF epidemics appear at 5 to 15 year
cycles and the generation of epidemics seems to be associated with
the simultaneous intensification of virus activities over vast livestock
areas, where it is already present as cryptic endemic foci [7].
J Veter Sci Med 7(1): 7 (2019)

Role of Vector and Climate Change in the Occurrence
of Rift Valley Fever
Vectors of Rift Valley Fever: RVF is usually transmitted to
mammals by mosquitoes and it is transmission rate usually depends
on the availability of competent vectors, hosts, and appropriate
ecological and environmental conditions which influences mosquito
survival and reproduction. These vectors are classified into two major
groups, namely primary and secondary vectors [35].
Primary vectors: Primary vectors are those vectors belong to
genus Aedes which acts as reservoir vector, and they are generally
thought to be responsible for maintaining the disease through the
inter-epizootic period in endemic areas, through vertical transmission
from adult to egg. These primary vectors include Ae. mcinthoshi,
mcinthoshi, Ae.
ochraceus,, Ae. dalzieli
ochraceus
dalzieli,, Ae. aegypti and Ae. vexans and they usually
serve as maintenance vectors and initiate transmission of RVFV to
amplifying hosts leading to initiation of outbreaks in RVF endemic
areas this mosquito species are numerous and they change depending
on the ecosystems involved [36].
Secondary vectors: Secondary vectors particularly genus Culex
acts as the amplifying vector and members of this genus have
ubiquitous biting patterns and develop disseminated infections by
ingesting blood meals from viremic livestock and are responsible for
the rapid spread of RVFV during outbreaks these secondary vectors
include mosquitoes of many species of the genera Anopheles (An.
(An.
squamosus, An. coustani),
coustani), Culex ((Cx.
Cx. pipiens and Cx poicilipes),
poicilipes),
Eretmapodites ((Er.
Er. quinquevittatus),
quinquevittatus), and Mansonia (Ma.
(Ma. uniformis
and Ma. africana
africana).
). They take over flooded ground for breeding,
contribute for the amplification of virus and disseminate infections
resulting in the occurrence of outbreaks [37, 38].
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Figure 2: Rift Valley distribution maps.

Climate Change and Vectors: Global climate change will induce
changes in the magnitude and frequency of extreme events and have
significant effects on the geographical range and seasonal activity
of many vector species. It is therefore expected that global climate
change will alter the distribution and increase the risk of RVF, leading
to significant changes in the geographical distribution and frequency
of RVF epidemics [7]. In addition, Global temperature change would
affect the biology of vectors including feeding rate, egg production,
the length of the development cycle and the extrinsic incubation
period. This may result in high vector density, an increased vector
capacity to transmit the virus and results in a high transmission rate
of the disease. Sustained climate shifts will therefore lead to changes
in the RVF burden in endemic areas and new outbreaks in areas of
similar conditions [39].
Heavy rainfall and flooding
J Veter Sci Med 7(1): 7 (2019)

Periodic widespread and heavy rainfall leads to extensive and
widespread flooding of mosquito habitats. These heavy and persistent
rainfalls are known to occur during the warm phase of the ENSO
phenomenon. El Niño is a complex and naturally occurring weather
pattern that results when ocean temperatures in the Pacific Ocean
near the equator vary from the normal this phenomenon typically
occurs every two to seven years causing abnormally heavy rains and
storms and can last for about 9-12 months.. This abnormally heavy
rainfall allow the periodic occurrence of RVF as it creates suitable
breeding site for mosquito and pushing epidemics to occur every
5-15 years in East Africa. The El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
is the main driver of the interannual variability in eastern African
rainfall, with significant impact agriculture and dire consequences for
food and social security. There has been a lot research investigating
the effects of El Niño and La Niña on climate (temperature, rainfall,
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snowpack, climate extremes,) around the world and this has indirect
effect prevalence of vector borne disease like RVF by creating
conducive condition for vector population. However, these impacts
can be different from year-to-year due to the varying nature of
ENSO, and variations in the atmosphere–ocean system. This natural
phenomena definitely impacts upon the distribution, and lifecycle, of
insects. An excellent example is the impact of ENSO on the increased
incidence of Rift Valley Fever (RVF). This is due to the fact that the
genus Aedes, responsible for transmitting RVF, performs well during
periods of flooding. The El Niño lead to dramatic change in the
thermal east-west gradient of the Pacific ocean surface temperatures
which in turn results in the displacement and shifts in the normal
zonal atmosphere ocean circulation patterns in the global tropics.
Sometimes the effects of these atmospheric circulation shifts extend
into the subtropical Northern Hemisphere. These changes in the
tropical ocean atmosphere moisture energetic lead to anomalous
climatic conditions, in particular dramatic shifts in precipitation
patterns. For this reason, Regions that are typically dry, receive
above normal rainfall, and those that are typically wet, experience
drought conditions during El Niño. In Africa, the most dramatic
manifestation of these shifts in rainfall patterns is manifested by
above normal rainfall over a large area of equatorial Eastern African,
particularly semi arid areas of Kenya, Somalia, and Ethiopia and
droughts over a large area of Southern Africa. The rainfall over
East Africa at times persists for several months, as was observed
during the 1997-1998 ENSO warm event, and results in extensive
flooding over most the Africa. Consequently, RVFV epizootics occur
when these ENSO-related periods of heavy rainfall flood natural
landscape depressions, then breeding of transovarially infected eggs
of Aedes mosquito species occur. Due to the persistence of RVFV in
transovarially infected floodwater Aedes species, epizootic outbreaks
are initiated as this mosquito species are hatched during periods of
heavy rainfall. Also, increased precipitation associated with rainfalls
causes an increase in the availability of breeding grounds for the
disease carrying mosquitoes [40-45].

the nature of livestock movements across the international border
and the ease with which infected mosquitoes can be moved longer
distances by the help of wind will lead to the conclusion that Ethiopia
will always be vulnerable to clinical RVF during the epizootic periods
of the disease in East Africa [47].

In addition to flooding, modification of the environment has
been associated with outbreaks of diseases transmitted by mosquitoes
and in the case of RVF this is reflected in the building of dams.
Because the dam had created many hectares of flood lands and
increased the breeding ground of mosquitoes, adding impetus to the
outbreak. For example, 1977 in Egypt following the completion of
the Aswan dam, more than 200,000 people became sick, 598 deaths
occurred and livestock losses resulted in meat shortages. A second
dam linked incident occurred in 1987 in West Africa. One year
after the construction of the Diama dam along the Senegal River, an
outbreak of RVF was recorded in northern Senegal and Mauritania.
During this period clinical evidence of the disease have been recorded
in livestock leads to Abortion losses and thousands of people became
sick and about one fifth of those died [46].

New approach like, One Health is an integrated approach
for the understanding and management of animal, human, and
environmental determinants of complex problems such as RVF. By
applying consistent One Health approach, it possible to provoke the
participation of local communities in surveillance and control of RVF
efforts, rather than continuing their current status as passive victims
of the periodic RVF incursions [51].

Risk of Rift Valley Fever in Ethiopia
In Ethiopia no clinical cases have been reported. However,
occurrence of the disease has been reported to World Organization
for Animal Health (OIE) in 2006 although clinical evidence of the
disease have never been reported in Ethiopia, its geographical
proximity to RVF endemic countries like Kenya, Sudan and Somalia,
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Furthermore, if single or small number of infected vector or host
animals is introduced successfully into RVF free areas, transmission
of the virus to local animal hosts and competent domestic vectors can
facilitate spread of the virus. In addition to this, in Ethiopia increased
dam construction and irrigation activity supposed to make suitable
breeding sites for RVF vectors and make the country vulnerable
to the disease following epidemics of RVF in Kenya and Somalia
in 1997/98, import of livestock and their products was banned by
the Gulf Arab countries; from nine countries of the Horn of Africa
Ethiopia was one of them with no identified problem of the disease
but victimized for its proximity to the countries with the problem and
for it has no any scientific evidence proving the nonexistence of the
disease. The annual export loss for Ethiopia due to the ban was more
than 18 million [48].

Control and Prevention of Rift Valley Fever
Environmental Measures: The incidence of RVF can be reduced
by restricting the animals to mosquito proof sheds and by movement
of livestock from low lying areas to well drain and winds wept
pastures of higher altitude. Also preventing lambing or calving
during the rainy season is the best management to reduce exposure of
neonates to biting Aedes [49].
Vector Control: Vector control programs can be implemented
at different stages of mosquitos’ development. Adult mosquitoes
can be controlled by focusing on the use of pesticides. It can be
implemented by targeting resting adults through barrier spraying
of vegetation or artificial substrates or by directly targeting flying
or resting adults with either thermal fogging or ultra-low volume
(ULV) spraying [50].

Vaccination: Like other viral diseases, the prevention of RVF relies
heavily on vaccination of all susceptible animals to prevent infection
of amplifying hosts by granting long term protective immunity and
preventing infection of vectors two types of vaccines have been
developed for immunization against RVF: live attenuated vaccines
(Smithburn vaccine) and inactivated vaccines ( formalin inactivated)
[52-54].

Conclusions and Recommendations
Rift valley fever is mosquito borne viral disease of ruminants
and humans. This review explained that the disease causes storms of
abortion and neonatal ruminant mortality with subsequent zoonosis
and hemorrhagic fever which can generate a sense of panic in the
public. Previously the disease is restricted to specific areas in subPage - 5
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Saharan Africa; however, the disease is currently spreading into new
territories beyond the traditional foci as evidenced by outbreaks in
the Arabian Peninsula. Increased vector populations, ecological
factors and climatic changes are determinant epidemiology and
risk of disease outbreaks in rift valley belt of Africa. Generally,
it is reviewed that multiple factors shapes the epidemiology of RVF,
among these are rainfall and flooding which alters vector populations
by creating a suitable breeding sites for mosquitoes. Thus, it is
recommended that; governments should state clear strategies and
action plans for emergency preparedness to handle future outbreaks
of RVF, integrated vector control measures should be practiced
under different vector control units in the respective ministries,
control of animal movement and biosecurity measures should
be placed especially for countries free of the disease, and as dam
construction and irrigation activity recently started in Ethiopia may
produce conducive condition for vector populations, awareness and
implementation of strategic prevention methods needs to considered.
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